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Abstract—The fusion center of a complex control system estimates 
its state with the information provided by different sensors. Physically 
distributed sensors, communication networks, pre-processing algo-
rithms, multitasking, etc, introduce non-systematic delays in the arrival 
of information to the fusion center, making the information available 
Out-Of-Sequence (OOS). For real-time control systems, the state has 
to be efficiently estimated with all the information received so far. So, 
several solutions of the OOS problem for dynamic Multiple-Input Mul-
tiple-Output (MIMO) discrete control systems traditionally solved by the 
Kalman Filter (KF) have been proposed recently. This paper presents two 
new streamlined algorithms for the linear and non-linear case. IFAsyn, 
the linear algorithm, is equivalent to other optimal solutions but more 
general, efficient and easy to implement. EIFAsyn, the nonlinear one, is a 
new solution of the OOS problem in the Extended KF (EKF) framework. 
Index Terms—Discrete control systems, estimation, out-of-sequence 
(OOS) data. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The state of a complex control system is estimated by its fusion 
center with the information provided by its sensors. The time and order 
of arrival of the data to the fusion center depends on the localization of 
the sensors, the time needed to pre-process the measurements, the com-
munication network used to send the data, etc. The most difficult sce-
nario for the fusion center occurs when the delays and the sequence of 
arrival of all the data are not fixed, constituting the named Out-Of-Se-
quence Problem (OOSP) [1]. 
For sequential fusion methods such as the KF [2], the OOSP can be 
easily tackled discarding the delayed data or buffering all the informa-
tion relevant to the current state before estimating it. However, those 
options are not appropriated for networked real-time control systems 
with many OOS measurements, because they increase the uncertainty 
of the state and can affect the stability of the feedback loops [3], [4]. 
Another option consists in 1) storing the estimates of the state, con-
trol signals, and sensor data; 2) rolling back to the time stamp associ-
ated with the new measurement; and 3) restarting the fusion process 
from that point. This lets the fusion center obtain the same estimates 
as if it had received the data without delays, increasing its memory and 
computational needs. To reduce these needs, several OOS estimators 
have been recently developed, such as [1] and [5]—[13] for the KF, and 
[14]-[16] for Particle Filters (PF). 
We present two memory and computational efficient centralized al-
gorithms to estimate the state of MIMO discrete control systems with 
additive non-correlated Gaussian noise in the transition and measure-
ment models with all the already received data with random delays. 
The first, designed for linear systems and originally proposed in [17], 
[18], finds the same solutions as the KF or Information Filter (IF) when 
the measurements are not delayed. It is computationally more efficient, 
simple to implement and general in scope than [5]—[12]. The second, 
for nonlinear systems, is a novel approach inside the EKF and Extended 
IF (EIF), significantly different to the OOS PF [14]-[16] or the use of 
linear OOS algorithms for linearized systems [19]. It can either find 
exactly the same solution as the EKF with non delayed measurements 
or a quicker approximation. 
II. ESTIMATING THE STATE OF A MIMO LINEAR CONTROL 
SYSTEM W I T H OOS MEASUREMENTS 
A. IFAsyn: An Algorithm for the OOSP Based on the IF 
The behavior of a MIMO linear discrete control system with additive 
white noise and S sensors is modeled by (1), where xt is the state 
of the system, z3.t the measurement of sensor s at time t, ut,t-i the 
control signal for that sampling period, Ft.t-i and H3.t the transition 
and measurement matrixes, and vt,t-i and i>3.t gaussian variables with 
zero mean and covariances Qt t_1 and R,3it 
xt =Ft,t-iXt-i +mt,t-i +i't,t-i 
z8.t =HSltxt + vs,t with s = 1 : S. (1) 
Our objective is to estimate the current system state and covariance 
(xt\t, Pt\t) given their original values (xo, Po), the model parame-
ters and control signals \Fk,k-i- Qktk_1.H3tk,R3,k*'u.k,k-i\s = 1 : 
S,k = 1 : t\, and all the data {£s k a = zs>k\s C 1 : S, k C 1 : 
t,a < t} measured by sensor s at time k which has already arrived 
at the fusion center at time t (a < t). When the data is not delayed 
(£s k a' a = ^:)> (*t|*> Pt\t) c a n be optimally estimated using the pre-
diction and assimilation steps of the KF or IF. 
For assimilating delayed measurements ( | s k a,a > k), we propose 
IFAsyn (IF for Asynchronous measurements) that obtains the same 
results as the KF or IF with the same data without delays. It com-
bines the KF and IF because the KF prediction (2), carried out in the 
state space (xt\t, Pt\t), and the IF assimilation for multiple sensors 
(3), performed in the information space (yt\t, Yt\t), are simpler than 
their counterparts [2]. The IF assimilation is organized as a projec-
tion of the measurement into the information space and accumula-
tion of all the projected measurements ((3). (I)), and the assimila-
tion of the accumulated data with the previous information ((3). (A)). 
This second part naturally separates all the sensorial information pre-
vious to t (ytu_1, i%| t_i) from the sensorial information of instant t 
(it, It)- Finally, to carry out KF predictions and IF assimilations se-
quentially, IFAsyn also needs the projection operation between their 
working spaces {t^, = Pj^x^.Y^, = Pj^\{-L) 
%t\t-i = Ft.t-iXt-nt-i +ut,t-i \(P) (2) 
Pt\t-i = Ft,t-iPt-i\t-iFttt-i + Qt t-i J 
*Yt = HstRa,tis,t,t' I^t = H3.tRsjH3,t 1 / T-\ "I 
«"t = £f=i«'*,«, J* = £f=iJ*,* I >• 0 ) 
{Vt\t = Vt\t-i + *t, Yt\t = Yt\t-i + It}(A) J 
With all those properties, IFAsyn has a prediction step (4) that is carried 
out periodically and an assimilation step (5) that is triggered as soon as 
a new piece of data (f
 s k t) measured by sensor s at time k is received 
by the fusion center at time t. 
IFAsyn stores for each step time j : (y-^J_1^Y j\3_x) for the infor-
mation state with all the data previous to j , (ij, Ij) for accumulating 
the sensorial information of instant j already received and projected 
into the information space, and (UJJ-I) for the control signal applied 
in each time step. For the current time, it also stores (xt\t,Pt\t). To re-
duce the memory needs, IFAsyn only stores the last W group of vari-
ables, which lets it only assimilate the measurements that arrive with a 
maximum delay Md (Md = W — 1). 
The prediction step (4) is the KF prediction (2) plus the initialization 
(S) of (ij, Ij, yJ\J_1, Yj\j_i). The assimilation step (5) consists of 
two different parts. The first (I) projects the new measurement into the 
information space (is,k, Is,k) and adds it to (ik, Ik). The second is a 
loop that restarts the assimilation with the already projected sensorial 
information posterior to k : (A) is the combination of the sensorial 
information previous to j and the one associated with j',(P) is the pre-
diction that repropagates all the previous information (including the 
new measurement) to the next time step j + 1; and (_L) are the projec-
tions between the KF and IF spaces. 
(4) is equivalent to the KF prediction and (5) restarts the IF from the 
time stamp associated to the new measurement with the already pro-
jected data with a bigger timestamp which was received before. So, as 
the KF prediction, IF assimilation and (_L) constitute an optimal Min-
imum Mean Square Error (MMSE) algorithm for non delayed data, 
IFAsyn is an optimal MMSE algorithm for the OOSP of (1). Its memory 
and computation benefits are due to the use of projected sensorial mea-
surements 
Xt\t_1=Ft,t-l%t-l\t-l + « t , t - l 
Pt\t-i =Pt,t-iPt-i\t-iPt,t-i + Q 
\yt\t-i=p7\]-i*t\t-^ Yt\t-i=P7\t-i}(-L 
{it = 0, It=0] 
TABLE I 
IFASYN VERSUS OTHER ALGORITHMS FOR THE OOSP 
t,t—i J 
(P) 
(S) 
(4) 
iSjk = Hs,kRs,k£s,k,ti ^s,k=SSjkRS)kHS}k 
ik =ik + i8,k, Ik =Ik + Is,k for j = k:t 
{*ili=*ili-i + t ' i ' YJ\J=YJ\J-i+IdKA) 
if, 3 < t 
(I) 
P3 + l\3 = F3 + lJPj\jFj+l,j + Qj + l,j 
zPj+l\jXj+l\j, ^ i + l | i : 
(P) 
\ ^ ' + l | j : 
end 
end 
%li}(-L) 
(5) 
B. IFAsyn Versus Other Algorithms for the OOSP 
This section compares IFAsyn with other OOS algorithms for 
solving (1) whose optimality holds when the delays are bigger than 
one time lag (f
 t , a > t + 1) [5]—[11]. We skip [12], optimal for any 
delay too, because it restarts the fusion process from the time stamp 
of the incoming £s t We also consider [13]-A1, although its degree 
of suboptimality is a few percent of MSE and is less general because 
(Fk,i, Qk,i, k < I) has to be available for arbitrary k and I. 
Table I compares the algorithms (column 1) according to their op-
timality (column 2), the algorithm they are based on (column 3) and 
their supporting assumptions (columns 4, 5 and 6). Those that invert F 
are only valid for discrete systems with non-singular F (property that 
holds for all discretized continuous systems). Many doesn't consider 
u t , t - i , although its inclusion is straightforward in [5], [10], [11]; and 
more difficult in [7], [8], [13]. Not all of them are designed for mul-
tisensor systems: extending [5] is direct; [7], [8], [10] and [11] need 
considering if there is already a measurement with the same timestamp 
as the new one, and [13] could be used without changes because it is 
Algorithm 
IFAsyn 
[5] 
[6] 
[7]-AI 
[8]-AI 
[9] 
[10]-AI 
[11] 
[13]-A1 
Optimality 
v 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
V 
Based 
IF 
KF 
KF 
KF 
KF 
IF 
KF 
KF 
KF 
F-i 
V 
V 
u 
v 
v 
V 
Sensors 
S 
1 
S 
1 
1 
S 
1 
1 
1 
TABLE II 
MEMORY COMPARISON OF IFASYN AND OTHER LINEAR ALGORITHMS 
Alg. 
IFAsyn 
[5] 
[6] 
[7]-AI 
[8]-AI 
[9] 
[10]-AI 
[11] 
[13]-A1 
Memory needs for the last W 
time steps (state and control 
signal with nx elements) 
W(2nx+2n2x) + Wnx 
Wnx + W2n2x 
Wnx + W2n2x 
W(2nx+An2x) + Wnx 
W(2nx+Zn2x) + Wnx 
W(nx+n2x) + Wnx 
W(nx+n2x) + Wnx 
W(nx+n2x) + Wnx 
W(nx+n2x) + Wnx 
Comparison 
(best less 
memory) 
2 n d 
5th 
5th 
4fh 
3rd 
i s t 
i s t 
i s t 
1 st 
already an approximated algorithm. Finally, the simplicity of IFAsyn, 
only exceeded by [5], and its capacity to deal with multiple sensors 
comes from its IF support. [9] also shares those properties, but it is less 
general because it inverts Ft,t-i-
To make a fair memory and computational comparison of the algo-
rithms of Table I, we have modified [5]—[11] and [13] to include ut,t-i 
and use multiple sensors. Besides, all of them work with the same basic 
time step and with a window with W time steps. For [13] we also as-
sume that arbitrary (Fk,i, Qk,i, k < I) are available. 
Table II shows their memory needs (column 2), when xt and ut,t-i 
have nx elements. It also compares them (column 3) when W > 2 
(for delays bigger than one time lag). IFAsyn needs more memory than 
[9]—[11] and [13] because IFAsyn stores (y i l i - i ' i l i - i , ij, I j) while 
[9] stores (y^^Yj^), and [10], [11] and [13] store (x3\3, P3\3). How-
ever, the extra memory of IFAsyn makes it more accurate. 
To compare the computational cost of each algorithm, we have com-
puted analytically the number of FLoating Point Operations (FLOPs) 
of a prediction step and assimilation step of a £s kt delayed r time 
steps (r = t — k). IFAsyn, [9]-[l 1] and [13] have a linear dependency 
on r, while [5]-[8] depend on W ([5] - W3, [6], [7], [8] - W2). The 
asymptotic behavior of their number of FLOPs is shown in Figs. 1, 
2 and 3 when we increment the r for a fixed W, the maximum delay 
(r = W — I), and nx at r = W -1. As the changing parameter grows, 
the most efficient algorithms are IFAsyn, [6], [11] and [13]. [13], which 
is approximated and not valid for any discrete system, is worst than 
the others for small delays and better when they grow (Figs. 1 and 2). 
IFAsyn is always better than [11]. Although [6] can outperform IFAsyn 
(Fig. 3), its number of FLOPs depends on W instead of r (Fig. 1), and 
it degrades quicker than IFAsyn as the maximum permitted delayes 
grows (Fig. 2). So, for systems which can have random big delays, we 
consider IFAsyn computational better than [6]. Additionally, IFAsyn is 
easier to implement. 
Behavior at different delays (n =5,n =5, W=16) Behavior with different number of states (n =3, r=9, W=10) 
10V 
4 6 8 10 12 14 
Number of states (n ) 
Fig. 1. FLOPs comparison of the linear algorithms as the delay of the measure- Fig- 3- FLOPs comparison of the linear algorithms as the number of states 
ment grows with a fixed window size. grows. 
Behavior at maximum delay (n =5,n =5, W=r+1) 
6 8 10 
Delay (r) 
Fig. 2. FLOPs comparison of the linear algorithms as the delay of the measure-
ment, fixed to the maximum permitted one, grows. 
The memory and computation comparison show that the best optimal 
algorithms are [11] and IFAsyn. [11] minimizes the memory while only 
incrementing the computational cost of IFAsyn and [6]. IFAsyn usually 
minimizes the computation needs of the rest at the expenses of almost 
doubling the memory of [11]. That is, IFAsyn extra memory is paying 
for a reduction of the computational needs. 
Finally, an analysis of the stability of a control system that uses 
IFAsyn (or [5], [7]-[l 1]) is out of the scope of this paper, but its equiva-
lency with [6] makes it share its stability properties. Although they use 
the OOS data, the magnitude of the delays is important because while 
the data is not available the control system is working with intermittent 
observations what can instantaneously affect its stability [3], [4]. The 
problem is not posed by IFAsyn and [5]—[11], as they update the state 
as quickly as its computational requirements let them do it, but it has 
to be considered when they are used inside real-time control loops. 
III. ESTIMATING THE STATE OF A MIMO NON-LINEAR CONTROL 
SYSTEM W I T H OOS MEASUREMENTS 
A. EIFAsyn: An Algorithm for OOSP Based on the EIF 
The behavior of a MIMO nonlinear discrete control system with ad-
ditive white noise and S sensors is modeled with (6), where (xt, zs.t, 
Ut,t-i, Vt-i, vs,t, Qt t-i> Rs.t) have the same meaning as in Sec-
tion II-A, and / (•) and h3 (•) are the transition and measurements func-
tions. They can be linear too, and so the general problem can be com-
pletely linear, completely nonlinear, or a mixture of both 
Xt =f(xt-l,Utit-l,t,t - 1) +Vt,t-1 
2s,t =hs(xt,t) + vs,t with s = 1 : 5 . (6) 
The objective of the fusion center is the same as in the linear case, but 
with the new models / ( • ) and hs(-). When the data arrives without de-
lays (£s k a, a = k), ( i t | t , Pt\t) c a n be approximately obtained by the 
prediction and assimilation steps of EKF and EIF [2]. The KF predic-
tion and IF assimilation are presented in (7) and (8), where (Jg)x(-) is 
the Jacobian of function (/(•) 
Ft,t. 
"£t\t-
Pt\<-
- i 
i 
- i 
= (.//) 
= /(•»*-
= Ft,t-
T\Xt-
l | t - l 
iPt-
l | t -
,u t 
l l « -
l . » * , ( 
t-l..t. 
^Flt-
-utj -
t-1) 
-i + Qt. 
i ) 
* - i 
(P) (7) 
Hst = (Jhs)x{Xt\t-l,t) 
Zs,t,t = €e,t,t + (Hs,tXt\t-l — f's(xt\t-l,t)) 
*s,t = HejB.sj^^t<t; IStt = H 8 t R s t H s t 
*t = E f = i w ; Jt = E S = I J M 
{Vtu = ilt\t-i + *t, Yt]t = Yt\t-i + It}(A) 
>(I) (8) 
To assimilate delayed measurements (£t ,k,a ' > k) we propose 
EIFAsyn, an adaptation of IFAsyn which is based on the differences 
which exist between the expressions (2) and (7), and (3) and (8). 
The only significant change of the EKF prediction (7) respect the 
KF prediction (2) is a new operation to obtain Ft,t-\- Besides, the 
predictions (P) that appear in IFAsyn ((4) and (5)) use the whole KF 
prediction (2). So, substituting in IFAsyn the KF prediction by the EKF 
TABLE III 
NON LINEAR SYSTEM (T) WITH 3 SENSORS (SI, S2 AND S3) 
State Values 
SI 
S2 
S3 
uDt+i,t cos (Ot + uGt+i,t) 
uDt+i,tsen(Qt +uGt+i,t) 
Ot +uGt+i,t 
zi,t+i = Ot+i 
Z2,t+i = ( sin(2xt+i) sm(2yt+i) 0t+i 
Z3,t+i = sin3(2xt+i) + sin3(2yt+i) 
prediction makes EIFAsyn suitable for general systems with nonlinear 
transition models and linear measurements. 
The discrepancies of the assimilation steps of IF (3) and EIF (8) 
are more important. The EIF calculates Hst and projects a corrected 
measurement (£^ M ) , that considers the discrepancy between the 
linearized measurement model (HSjt%t\t-i) and the nonlinear one 
(hs(xt\t-i,t)), into the information space. So, (iSjt, Is,t) depend on 
xt\t_1. However, the IFAsyn assimilation (5) projects and accumulates 
the measurements outside its loop because those operations don't de-
pend onxt\t-i. So, if for EIFAsyn we maintain them outside the loop, 
including previously the calculus ofHSjt and (£^ t> t), we won't obtain 
the same values as the EIF when the measurements are not delayed. 
To make EIFAsyn behave as EIF, the whole EIF assimilation has to 
be included inside the loop, losing the memory and computational 
benefits of IFAsyn. However, the EKF and EIF are already approxi-
mated solutions of the nonlinear problem. So, EIFAsyn assimilation 
supports both options. The first approximates the estimates reducing 
the computational and memory cost related with some sensors. The 
second recalculates the projected measurements for the sensors where 
(HSjtXt\t-i - hs(xt\t_ut)) and Hst changes significantly when 
xt\t_1 is updated. 
The EIFAsyn prediction and assimilation steps are presented in (9) 
and (10). The variable rec defines the set of nonlinear sensors whose 
values need to be recalculated. Obviously, the linear sensors don't be-
long to rec. Besides, EIFAsyn stores the IFAsyn variables (yJ\J_1, 
Y
 3• | j• _!, ij, Ij ,UJJ-I) and all received £s k a of the sensors belonging 
to rec. (ij,Ij) are used to accumulate the projected information of 
the sensors not belonging to rec, while ( i j e c , Ir3ec) are used for the 
remaining ones. However, ( i j e c , i j e c ) are optional. They only make 
EIFAsyn avoid to recalculate the projected measurement for the time-
stamp k of the £s k t which triggered the assimilation step. For the 
linear sensors EIFAsyn doesn't calculate (Jh s) x (•) or ^ ? k ?t, and when 
the transition model is linear (J f)x(-) is not used. 
If all the sensors belong to rec, EIFAsyn has to recalculate every-
thing from scratch from the time stamp of each new measurement. 
Therefore, the memory and computational benefits of EIFAsyn depend 
on the quantity of sensors not belonging to rec. So, they should be 
carefully determined, considering which nonlinear sensors will be af-
fected by older measurements and how small changes in x3+1\3 affect 
£^i+i,a a nd =H"s,j+i- This analysis is extremely important, because 
when a sensor which must belong to rec doesn't, EIFAsyn can return 
erroneous estimates (see example in Section III-B). 
Finally, EIFAsyn is a suboptimal solution to the OOSP due to its EKF 
and EIF origin, and in the case of not recalculating the measurements 
of all the nonlinear sensors, it doesn't obtain the same solutions as the 
EKF with non-delayed measurements 
Ft,t-i = (Jf)x(xt-i\t-i,Ut,t-i,t,t - 1) 1 
Xt\t-1=f(xt_1\t_1,Ut,t-l,t,t- 1) } (P) 
nT Pt\t-i—Ft,t-iPt-i\t-iFt,t-i +Qt,t-i ) 
{yt\t_1=Pt\t_1xt\t_1, F t | f _ i = P t | f _ 1 | (J_) (S) 
(9) 
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Fig. 4. Experimental results of EIFAsyn for a non linear system, 
{^ | fc - i= F / c | l - i^ | fc - i}( -L) 
HSjk = (Jhs)x(xk\k_u k) 
£°k,t = £8,k,t + HSjkxk\k_1 - h3(xk\k-i,k) 
iSjk = H8jkRSjk£Sjkjt, IS:k = HSjkRskHs,k 
if(s 0 rec) 
\ik =ik + is,k, Ik=Ik + Is,k 
else 
rec tree , • Tree rrec , j 
k =tk +tS;fc, lk =lk -\-ls,k 
St0ret,k,t 
end 
for^ j 
70 80 
nJ) 
1
 j \ j z 
=*;i;-i+*;+*7c \, 
-.Yj^+ij+rrf 
^ J I J ^ ' I J ' PJ\J: rj\j}( -L) 
= /(«iii,tti+i,i,i + i,i) (P) XJ + 1\3: 
Pj + 1\J=FJ + 1,JPJ\JFJ + I,j + O J + 1,J J 
{*i+i|i=P7+i|A+ili ' y i+ i l i= P 7+i | i} W 
for s G rec 
Hs,3+1 = (Jhs)x(x3+ll3J + l) 
'rec 
t , -+1 =% 
H 8,j+lXj + l\j hs(x3+1\3J + 1) 
£s,j+l,a "I" Cs,J + l 
J + l + 'S ' s ) i+ l -^ S , i+ l f S ) i+ l ) a 
J + l + Hs,j+lR>7,j+lHs,j+l 
(10) 
J + l 
J rec rrec , TjT 
J + l - J 
nd 
end 
end 
B. Example 
EIFAsyn is tested with the system of Table III to show the importance 
of selecting which sensors belong to rec. The system has a non-linear 
transition (T) model, and one linear (SI) and two non-linear (S2, S3) 
sensors. All the sensors measure every 0.1 second and the measure-
ments of S2 arrive delayed to the fusion center 10 time steps. Fig. 4 
shows an experiment where the non-linearities make necessary to re-
calculate the information of S3. The real state of the system (Real) 
and the state estimated by EIFAsyn re-projecting S3 measurements 
(rec = [S3]) coincide, while the state estimated without the re-pro-
jection (rec = []) differs. However, other tests with the same system 
don't show those differences. So, the properties of each system must be 
carefully analyzed, paying special attention to how (Ha,j+iXj+1\j — 
hs(Xj+i\j,j + 1)) is affected by mJ+1y. 
C. EIFAsyn versus Other Algorithms for the OOSP 
The extension of IFAsyn for the nonlinear transition model is di-
rect, and without a substantial computational overload, it lets EIFAsyn 
obtain the same solution as the EKF for systems with non-linear transi-
tions and linear measurements. However, many linear algorithms can't 
be extended for that case: [5], [6] depend on the linearity of the transi-
tion which won't hold true, and [7], [8] pre-calculate variables which 
won't be useful due to the non-linearities. 
In contrast, the linear algorithms are sometimes used in systems 
with linearized non linear models [19]. This can be done when 
(Hs.j+\Xj+i\j — ha(&i+\\jsj + 1)) doesn'tchange significantly, but 
in other case, the nonlinear measurements need to be re-projected. 
The EIF support of EIFAsyn make it not directly comparable with 
t h e O O S P F [ 1 4 ] - [ 1 6 ] . 
Finally, the stability problem of a control system that includes 
EIFAsyn for estimating the state will be caused by the EKF properties 
and the magnitude of the delays. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
We have presented two new algorithms to estimate the state of dy-
namic control systems for the OOSP. IFAsyn is optimal for linear sys-
tems and avoids to recalculate the information of the already received 
measurements, although it re-propagates it. It is computational better 
than other optimal solutions and easier to implement as it consists in a 
cleverly organized group of KF prediction and IF assimilation opera-
tions. Besides, it is more general: it doesn't invert the transition matrix, 
includes the control signal and works with multiple sensors. EIFAsyn 
is a suboptimal solution for nonlinear systems, equivalent to the EIF 
when it re-projects the measurements of all the nonlinear sensors and 
an approximation when it doesn't. The non-linearities in the transitions 
don't penalize significantly their number of operations and memory 
needs, while the non-linearities in the sensors can do it. 
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